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ABSTRACT
This late-breaking report presents a method for learning sequential
and temporal mapping between music and dance via the Sequence-
to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) architecture. In this study, the Seq2Seq
model comprises two parts: the encoder for processing the music in-
puts and the decoder for generating the output motion vectors. This
model has the ability to accept music features and motion inputs
from the user for human-robot interactive learning sessions, which
outputs the motion patterns that teach the corrective movements
to follow the moves from the expert dancer. Three different types
of Seq2Seq models are compared in the results and applied to a
simulation platform. This model will be applied in social interaction
scenarios with children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD).

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization→ Robotics; • Computing
methodologies → Neural networks; • Human-centered com-
puting → Collaborative interaction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Music can be the soul of dance. The basic components of music,
such as beat, rhythm, and flow can be the natural source of dance
choreography. Since dances can improve social skills, the combi-
nation of music and dance can also play effective roles in social
interactions. Therefore, a music-to-dance synthesis mapping al-
gorithm could be beneficial in applications targeting music-based
dance teaching, social-behavioral learning, and communication
skills development in social interactions. In this study, we propose
a robot interaction system with Seq2Seq learning neural network
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structure [7] designed to target several social interaction scenarios,
such as social interactions with children with ASD [2, 6].

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The Seq2Seq model has drawn considerable attention in recent
years which is developed by [7]. Intuitively, in Figure 1, the Seq2Seq
model is based on a recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture,
which aims to address the learning of challenging mapping between
the multi-modal input and output sequences. The RNN has shown
to be effective in complex motion learning by robotic systems [5,
9], so we anticipate our architecture to be effective in learning
human dance skills. Our learning architecture utilizing the Seq2Seq
model comprises two parts: the encoder model for processing input
sequences and reducing dimensionality and the decoder model for
output sequence generation. In this study, we sample the dataset
from the expert dancer in a teaching video with music. We map the
input movement sequences from the video and the music features
from the music of the video, to the output sequence that are the
continuous motion features from the dancer by using the Seq2Seq
model. In the teaching phase, we train the model by using the
motion features from the expert dancer, while, in the teaching
phase, the trained encoder and decoder models correct the user’s
motion input. At here, the expert dance is recorded by video and
the system user is the experiment participant. Finally, the model’s
outputs are applied to a robot platform, NAO, for demonstration
for social interactions. The proposed system can run in real-time
with NVidia RTX 2080 Ti graphics card.

Figure 1: Seq2Seq model with Encoder and Decoder.

2.1 Encoder for Input Sequence Processing
For the musical feature to provide as an input to our training net-
work, we use the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [3],
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which is a widely used feature set in audio analysis. MFCCs are
extracted from the music of the dance video via an open-source li-
brary [4]. As can be seen in Figure 1, the encoder accepts a sequence
of music features as inputs and outputs a fixed-length context vector
that can represent the input sequence. Both encoder and decoder
have the temporal neural network structure, comprising a Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) module.

2.2 Decoder for Output Sequence Generation
The decoder, another LSTMmodule, treats the context vector gener-
ated by the encoder as the initial states. The teacher forcing scheme
is used during training, where the model uses the ground-truth
target sequence from a prior time step as input. At here, the target
sequence is the sequence of motion features in 3D. The extracted
motion features based on the human body 2D keypoints detec-
tion algorithm, OpenPose [1]. The final human pose 3D estimation
is realized by employing the approach developed by [8]. During
teaching sessions, the overall Seq2Seq model receives the music
features sequences as inputs and the output becomes 3D human
pose sequences decoded from the context vector from the encoder
and the motion vector from a novice user, allowing our network to
provide continuing and yet corrective movements.

2.3 Robot Platform
The robot platform we used for simulation is NAO, a humanoid
robot developed by Softbank Robotics. We also used the Chore-
graphe as our simulation environment, which allows us to monitor
and control the robot. After the decoder generates the sequence of
human body pose keypoint features, the corresponding rotation
angles for every joint are computed and mapped to NAO via joints’
angles control provided by the robot platform.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Model Training Performance
Three different types of Seq2Seq models have been compared in
this study: Vanilla LSTM, Bidirectional LSTM, and LSTM with self-
Attention. The time-series data, music features, and motion features
sequences data were segmented, and every data sample has 20-time
steps for feeding into the LSTM neural network. The data were
randomly split. 80% of the data were used for training and 20% of
the data were used for validation. During training, all the hyper-
parameters were set to be the same for comparison. RAMSprop
optimizer was used because it suits for training the recurrent neural
network. Since the distance between the model motion features out-
put and origin motion features is expected to be minimized, the loss
function during training we used is mean squared error. The final
results are reported based on the loss, root mean squared (RMSE)
and R-squared (R2). As can be show in Table 1, the bidirectional
LSTM outperform other two models, whose validation loss is 0.179,
RMSE is 0.1341 and R2 is 0.9420.

3.2 User Study
A user study was conducted on one researcher in the Assistive
Robotics and Telemedicine (ART-Med) lab at the George Washing-
ton University (user study approved by the Institutional Review

Table 1: Models Performance Comparison

Model Type Val. Loss Val. RMSE Val. R2

Vanilla LSTM 0.180 0.1341 0.9417
Bidirectional LSTM 0.179 0.1337 0.9420
LSTM with Attention 0.204 0.1422 0.9340

Board (GW IRB 111540)). This study will be applied to human-robot
social interaction scenarios and recruit more participants, such as
children with ASD, in the future. The participant was asked to
learn the dance from the video tutorial at first. The sessions were
video-recorded for post-processing with OpenPose [1], which could
effectively detect movements during the experiment. The trained
model accepted both the music features from the video and the
participants’ motion features as input, and the outputs were the
motion features for robot-assisted instructions.

3.3 Simulation
In the simulation part, as mentioned in Sec. 2.3, the model output is
applied to the NAO robot platform. Figure 2 (a) shows the sequence
of human pose keypoints from the dancer on the video, Figure 2 (b)
shows the sequence of human pose keypoints from the user, and
Figure 2 (c) shows the motions mapping on the robot.

Figure 2: The simulation of human pose keypoints and the
mappings on robot.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the Seq2Seq model was found to be applicable for
the mapping between multimodal features. In this study, we used
three encoder-decoder structures to map from music features to
motion features. All of these three models have the ability to learn
the correlation between the current data and the previous part
of the data. The weakness of these models is that they could be
time-consuming for training and hard to synchronize. Although
the results show an outstanding performance in learning with our
architecture, it should be noted that only one dancing video was
used at this stage. For future work, we will enrich our dataset and
elaborate on the robot control schemes for richer social interaction.
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